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Short-range wetting at liquid gallium-bismuth alloy surfaces:
X-ray measurements and square-gradient theory
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We present an x-ray reflectivity study of wetting at the free surface of the binary liquid metal alloy gallium-
bismuth ~Ga-Bi! in the region where the bulk phase separates into Bi-rich and Ga-rich liquid phases. The
measurements reveal the evolution of the microscopic structure of the wetting films of the Bi-rich, low-surface-
tension phase along several paths in the bulk phase diagram. The wetting of the Ga-rich bulk’s surface by a
Bi-rich wetting film, the thickness of which is limited by gravity to only 50 Å, creates a Ga-rich/Bi-rich
liquid/liquid interface close enough to the free surface to allow its detailed study by x rays. The structure of the
interface is determined with Ångstro¨m resolution, which allows the application of a mean-field square gradient
model extended by the inclusion of capillary waves as the dominant thermal fluctuations. The sole free
parameter of the gradient model, the influence parameterk, that characterizes the influence of concentration
gradients on the interfacial excess energy, is determined from our measurements. This, in turn, allows a
calculation of the liquid/liquid interfacial tension, and a separation of the intrinsic and capillary wave contri-
butions to the interfacial structure. In spite of expected deviations from MF behavior, based on the upper
critical dimensionality (Du53) of the bulk, we find that the capillary wave excitations only marginally affect
the short-rangecompletewetting behavior. Acritical wetting transition that is sensitive to thermal fluctuations
appears to be absent in this binary liquid-metal alloy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a wetting transition that was introduc
independently by Cahn1 and Ebner and Saam2 in 1977 has
stimulated a substantial amount of theoretical and exp
mental work.3–7 Due to its critical character it is not onl
important for a huge variety of technological processes ra
ing from alloying to the flow of liquids, but has been prove
to be an extraordinarily versatile and universal physical c
cept, which can be used to probe fundamental prediction
statistical physics. In particular, in the present case of wet
dominated by short-range interactions~SRW! it can be used,
in principle, to probe the breakdown of mean-field behav
and the onset of the renormalization group regime, where
wetting is significantly affected by thermal fluctuations.
binary liquids having long-range interactions, e.g., van
Waals, which have been extensively studied,7 this is possible
only near criticality, where the effects of wetting and cri
cality are intermixed and very difficult to separate.

A wetting transition occurs for two fluid phases in or ne
equilibrium in contact with a third inert phase, e.g., the co
tainer wall or the liquid-vapor interface. On approaching t
critical point of coexistence the fluid phase that is energ
cally favored at the interface forms a wetting film that i
trudes between the inert phase and the other fluid phas
general, this surface phenomenon is a delicate function
both the macroscopic thermodynamics of the bulk pha
and the microscopic interactions.
0163-1829/2003/68~8!/085409~14!/$20.00 68 0854
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One of the seminal theoretical studies2 on the wetting
transition gave a detailed microscopic view of this pheno
enon. By contrast, experimental results of comparable de
were only recently obtained through application of x-ray a
neutron reflection and diffraction techniques.8–10 Moreover,
almost all of these experimental studies dealt with orga
liquids, e.g., methanol-cyclohexane, which are dominated
long-range van der Waals interactions.7 The principal excep-
tions to this are the studies of the binary metallic syste
gallium-lead ~Ga-Pb! ,11 gallium-thallium ~Ga-Tl!,12 and
gallium-bismuth~Ga-Bi!,13 for which the dominant interac
tions are short-range.

We present here an x-ray reflectivity study of wetting b
havior that occurs at the free surface of the binary meta
liquid Ga-Bi alloy at regions of the phase diagram where
bulk demixes into two liquid phases, a Bi-rich one and
Ga-rich one. The fact that the wetting film’s thickness
limited by gravity to 50 Å allows measurements of the co
positional profile of the wetting film at Ångstro¨m length
scales. Moreover, the Ga-rich/Bi-rich liquid/liquid~l/l ! inter-
face created just 50 Å below the free surface is also ac
sible to x-ray measurements. The structure of the film
been obtained as it evolves towards the saturation thickn
determined by gravity. Combining this structural informatio
and the bulk thermodynamics of the system, detailed in
mation on the dominant interaction parameters governing
surface phenomenology have been extracted. We find th
square gradient theory16 combined with the effects of ther
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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mally excited surface capillary waves17–19provides a reason
able description of that interface. In fact, we are able to
termine the value of the sole free parameter of that mo
the influence parameterk. This parameter measures the i
fluence of compositional gradients on the interfacial exc
energy. This, in turn, allows a distinction to be made betwe
the intrinsic ~mean field! and fluctuation~capillary waves!
contributions to the interfacial structure. On the basis of t
distinction the influence of fluctuations on the observed SR
at the free surface.

The paper is structured as follows: In the first section,
introduce the bulk phase diagram of Ga-Bi and relate
topology to the wetting transitions observable at the free s
face of this binary alloy. X-ray reflectivity measurements
the wetting films along different paths in the bulk phase d
gram are discussed in the second section. The third sec
focuses on the thermodynamics and structure of the liq
liquid interface. In this section we develop a square grad
theory in order to model the concentration profile at t
liquid/liquid interface. The last section provides a more ge
eral overview of the wetting phenomenology at the free s
face of this binary liquid metal.

II. BULK AND SURFACE THERMODYNAMICS

The bulk phase diagram of Ga-Bi~Fig. 1! was measured
by Predel using differential calorimetry.14 It is dominated by
a miscibility gap with a consolute point C~critical tempera-
ture TC5262.8°C, critical atomic fraction of Ga,ccrit
50.7) and a monotectic temperature,TM5222°C. In region

FIG. 1. The measured~Ref. 14! ~open circles and solid square!
bulk (c,T) phase diagram of Ga-Bi, wherec is the atomic mole
fraction of Ga, andT is the temperature. Solid lines show pha
boundaries calculated from thermodynamical data~Ref. 15!.
Dashed lines show the metastable extension of the~l/l ! coexistence
line belowTM . The points indicated are the C, bulk critical poin
M, the monotectic point, and the A, B, D, and E points on t
experimental path. Points B* and E* have the same T as poin
and E, but reside on the low-c rather than the high-c side of the
coexistence boundary. The inset illustrates the surface and
phases. Roman numerals indicate regions discussed in the te
region II the wetting film’s thicknessd'50 Å and the Ga-rich fluid
is h'5 mm thick. The solid circles in the inset symbolize th
Gibbs-adsorbed Bi-monolayer existing at the surface of the sam
at all temperatures.
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I, whereT,TM , solid Bi coexists with a Ga-rich liquid. At
TM , the boundary between region I and region II, a fi
order Bi melting transition occurs. ForTM,T,TC ~region
II !, the bulk separates into two immiscible phases, a h
density Bi-rich liquid and a low density Ga-rich liquid, ove
a range of concentrations c. The heavier Bi-rich phase
macroscopically separated from the lighter Ga-rich phase
gravity. In region III, outside of the miscibility gap, a homo
geneous liquid is found.

Following the observation of Perepezko20 that Bi-
containing Ga-rich droplets are coated upon cooling by
Bi-rich solid phase, Nattlandet al.13 studied the liquid-vapor
interface in region II using ellipsometry. They found that
thin Bi-rich film intrudes between the vapor and the Ga-ri
subphase in defiance of gravity,13 as shown by the laye
marked E* inset in Fig. 1. This was a clear example of th
critical point wetting in binary systems that was described
Cahn.1 On approaching point C, the Bi-rich phase becom
energetically favored at the free surface and conseque
forms the wetting film that intrudes between the Ga-rich s
phase and the surface. In fact the situation is slightly m
complicated since x-ray studies indicate that throughout
gion II the free surface is coated by a monolayer of pu
Bi.21 More recently we have shown by x-ray measuremen9

that a thick wetting layer of Bi-rich liquid forms between th
Bi monolayer and the bulk Ga-rich liquid upon heating fro
below TM . This appears to be an unusual example of co
plete wetting that is pinned to the monotectic temperat
TM . This phenomenon was first discussed by Dietrich a
Schick in order to explain an analogous finding in the bina
metallic alloy Ga-Pb.11,22The nature of this apparent coinc
dence of a surface wetting transition with a first order bu
transition atTM can be understood most easily by transfor
ing the (c,T)-diagram in Fig. 1 to the appropriate chemic
potential-temperature (m, T)-diagram, shown in Fig. 2~a!.
The axes are temperature,T, the difference (mBi2mGa) of
the chemical potentials of the two components, and their s
(mBi1mGa). In this plot, the~l/l !-miscibility gap of Fig. 1,
which, strictly speaking, is a liquid/liquid/vapor~l/l/v ! coex-
istence boundary, transforms into a~l/l/v !-triple line extend-
ing from M to C ~solid circles!. At M this triple line inter-
sects another triple line, the solid/liquid/vapor~s/l/v!
coexistence line~solid squares!, rendering M atetra point
where four phase coexist23 a solid Bi, a Ga-rich liquid, a
Ga-poor liquid, and the vapor.

The thermodynamics by which the surface transition at
is pinned by the bulk phase transition is obvious if one co
siders the topology of the (m,T! plot in the proximity of M.
The wetting of the free surface by the Bi-rich phase as w
as the bulk transition are driven by the excess free ene
Dmm, of the Bi-rich phase over that of the Ga-rich liqu
phase.5 This quantity is proportional to the distance betwe
the ~l/l/v !-triple line and any other line leading off~l/l/v !
coexistence, e.g., the~s/l/v! triple line (A→M) or the line
B→D. The wetting thermodynamics is displayed in
slightly simpler way by the plot ofDmm vs T in Fig. 2~b!. In
this figure, atT.TM , the ~l/l/v ! coexistence line transform
into a horizontal straight line that extends from M to C. F
T,TM the horizontal dashed line indicates the metasta
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SHORT-RANGE WETTING AT LIQUID GALLIUM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 085409 ~2003!
FIG. 2. ~a! The chemical potential (m)-temperature~T! bulk
phase diagram of Ga-Bi. The axes are temperature,T, the difference
(mBi2mGa) of the chemical potentials of the two components, a
their sum (mBi1mGa). The solid symbols denote the following co
existence lines:d, liquid/liquid/vapor ~l/l/v ! triple line; j, solid/
liquid/vapor ~s/l/v! triple line; m, metastable extension of th
liquid/liquid/vapor~l/l/v ! triple line belowTM ; ands, experimen-
tal path B–D probing complete wetting. The points are C, the b
critical point of demixing; M, the monotectic point, and the A, B, D
and E points on the experimental path. All these points are c
tained within a common liquid/vapor~l/v! coexistence sheet that i
represented by a gray shaded plane in order to illustrate the th
dimensional structure of the phase diagram. The region to the lo
right is the liquid/vapor coexistence, while the region to the left
the liquid/liquid coexistence.~b! The (Dmm ,T) phase diagram:
~A–M! and ~M–C! are the~s/l/v! and ~l/l/v ! coexistence lines, re
spectively. The path B-D is in the single phase region III of Fig.
and M and C are the monotectic and critical points. Inset: effec
wetting layer thicknessd on paths A→M ~squares! and B→D
~open circles!. The solid line is a fit of the theoretical line discuss
in the text to the measured A→M d values.~c! The measuredd
values along the experimental path.
08540
~l/l/v ! extension of the coexistence. This extension line l
above the solid-Bi/Ga-rich/vapor~s/l/v! coexistence line tha
goes from M to A. This illustrates the observation by D
etrich and Schick22 that the path A→M leads to coexistence
and thus complete wetting is dictated by the topology of
phase diagram.

A more quantitative description of the surface wetti
phenomena can be developed by considering the grand
nonical potential,VS per unit area A of the surface5: VS/A
5d Dm1g0 e2d/j. Here,d is the wetting film thickness,j is
the decay length of a short-range, exponentially decay
surface potential,g0 is its amplitude andA is an arbitrary
surface area. The quantityDm includes all the energies tha
are responsible for a shift off true bulk~l/l/v ! coexistence,
e.g., the aforementioned quantityDmm. The formation of the
heavier Bi-rich wetting layer at some height,h, above its
bulk reservoir costs an extra gravitational energyDmg
5gDrmh whereDrm is the mass density difference betwe
the two phases. Minimization ofVS with respect tod then
yields the equilibrium wetting film thickness of the Bi-ric
phased5j ln(g0 /Dm). In fact the gravitational energy is onl
significant in comparison with the other terms for very sm
valuesDmm. For most of the data shown in Fig. 2 the grav
tational term can be neglected, resulting inDm5Dmm.
Thus, upon approaching M from A one expects a logarithm
increase in the wetting film thickness that is given byd
5j ln(g0 /Dmm). This is in agreement with the experiment
findings presented in our recent Letter24, shown also in the
inset to Fig. 2~b! . The slight deviations at small values o
Dmm, as well as the saturation value ofd;50 Å when fol-
lowing the path M→B along the coexistence line, are due
the gravitational term. Since this path along the~l/l/v ! coex-
istence line ends in M with its four phase coexistence,
phenomenon is properly described astetra point wetting. As
we demonstrate below, the occurrence of this complete w
ting phenomenon at the surface is an intrinsic feature of
bulk phase diagram.

In this paper we present x-ray reflectivity measureme
that show the evolution of the wetting film on approachi
coexistence from point D in regime III. This path prob
complete wetting along an arbitrary, off-coexistence path
→D in Figs. 1~a!, 2~a!, and 2~b!, that is not dictated by the
intrinsic topology of the bulk phase diagram. Rather, it
determined by the experimenter’s choice of the total amou
of Ga and Bi in the sample, i.e. the nominal Ga concentrat
cnom. The evolution of the wetting film’s structure along a
on-~l/l/v ! coexistence path B→E was also studied and is pre
sented below.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation and sample environment

The Ga-Bi alloy was prepared in an inert-gas glove b
using.99.9999% pure metals. A solid Bi pellet was cover
by an amount of liquid Ga required for a nominal concent
tion cnom588 at % Ga. It was then transferred in air into a
ultrahigh vacuum chamber. A 24-hour bakeout peri
yielded a pressure of 10210 torr. The residual surface oxid
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on the liquid’s surface was removed by sputtering with A1

ions. Using thermocouple sensors and an active tempera
control on both sample pan and its adjacent thermal shie
temperature stability and uniformity of60.05° C was
achieved. Schematics of the x-ray reflectivity geometry a
the sample cell are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.

The high surface tension of liquid metals, e.
'700 mN/m for pure Ga, presents a challenge for x-ray
flectivity measurements. To begin with, it leads to a cur
ture of the liquid surface which hampers x-ray reflectiv
measurements.25 It also considerably reduces the wettabili
of non-reacting substrates by the liquid metal. Remnant
ide layers at the liquid/substrate interface further reduce
wettability. We removed these oxide layers from the M
sample pan by sputtering with Ar1 ions, at a sputter curren
of 25 mA and a sputter voltage of 2 kV. This resulted in t
wetting of the Mo crucible by the liquid metal, which yielde
a rather small curvature for the free surface as judged by
and by x-ray reflectivity measurements. The resulting
surfaces facilitated the accumulation of reliable x-ray refl
tivity data sets, particularly for small incident angles,a,
where the x-ray beam’s footprint on the surface is lar
Nevertheless, the wetting of the edges of the Mo crucible
the liquid alloy promoted some spilling of the liquid whe
the experimental cell was moved during the reflectivity sc
This problem was solved by installing a ceramic~Macor!
ring that surrounded the sample pan. Since ceramics are
wet by the liquid metal, sample spilling during movemen
was thus prevented.

Another experimental challenge is related to x-ray refl
tivity measurements from liquids in general. The surface o
liquid is sensitive to vibrations and acoustic noise pick
from the environment. This, in turn, roughens the surfa
The resultant great reduction in the reflected signal prev
the attainment of atomic-scale resolution. Thus, our ul
highvacuum chamber was mounted on an active vibra

FIG. 3. ~a! The scattering geometry.~b! Sketch of the experi-
mental setup. The arrow close to the mounting indicates the vari
position of the thermal shield relative to the sample surface.
08540
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isolation stage,25 which, as revealed by the x-ray reflectivit
measurements, effectively eliminated vibrational pickup.

B. X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity measurements were carried out us
the liquid surface reflectometer at beamline X22B at N
tional Synchrotron Light Source with an x-ray waveleng
l51.54 Å. Background and bulk scattering were measu
by displacing the detector out of the reflection plane by 0.
and subtracting the measured value from that measure
the reflection plane. The scattering geometry within the
flection plane is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The intensityR(qz),
reflected from the surface, is measured as a function of
normal component of the momentum transfer,qz
5(4p/l)sin(a), and yields information on the surface
normal structure of the electron densityr(z) through the
formula26

R~qz!

RF~qz!
5U E 1

rsub

d^r~z!&
dz

eiqzzdzU2

, ~1!

where the angle brackets denote an average over the sur
parallel coherence area determined by the instrumental r
lution and the atomic size.17,27 The symbolRF denotes the
Fresnel reflectivity from an ideally flat and abrupt surfa
having the electron density of the Ga-rich liquid. The sta
dard procedure for determining the electron density pro
r(z) from the measured reflectivityR(qz) is to construct a
simple and physically meaningful mathematical model
r(z), use Eq.~1! to calculate the correspondingR(qz), and
fit it to the experimentalR(qz), thus obtaining the paramete
values determiningr(z).27,28

To modelr(z), we employ a three-box model,9 where the
upper box represents the Gibbs-adsorbed Bi monolayer,
second box represents the Bi-rich wetting film and the low
box represents the bulk liquid. Each box is represented b
rsub-normalized density and a width. The quantityrsub de-
notes the electron density of the Ga-rich subphase. In
simplest approximation the electron density profiles of
interfaces between the different phases are described an
cally by three error-functions~erf! for the three interfaces
vapor/Bi monolayer, Bi monolayer/Bi rich film, Bi rich
film/Ga rich bulk.

The first two interfaces describing the monolayer feat
were kept fixed in the fits of the data having the Bi-ric
wetting film at the surface. Only the roughness of the wett
film/bulk interface,sobs, was varied upon changingT. The
model also included size parameters that describe the th
ness of the two upper boxes. The box that describes the
subphase extends to infinity. During the fitting the thickne
of the monolayer box was kept constant while the thickn
of the Bi-rich film was allowed to vary.

The use of Eq.~1! tacitly assumes the validity of the Bor
approximation, where multi-scattering effects can
neglected.29 This assumption holds true for wave vectorsqz
*4qc'0.2 Å21, where qc'0.05 Å21 is the critical
wavevector of the Ga-rich subphase. Here, however, we
be interested in 30-60 Å thick wetting films, which yiel
momentum-space features atqz'0.0520.1 Å21. Therefore,

le
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SHORT-RANGE WETTING AT LIQUID GALLIUM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 085409 ~2003!
we use forqz.50.2 Å21 a fitting algorithm based on Eq
~1!, whereas we employ a fitting procedure relying on t
recursive, more computational intensive Parratt formalis30

for qz,50.2 Å21 and thus forqz close toqc . In this for-
malism, one employs a 232 matrix that relates the ampli
tudes and phases for the incoming and outgoing waves
both sides of a slab of arbitrary dielectric constant.31 For the
present problem we approximate the above mentioned th
box profile by a large number of thinner slabs of equal wid
the densities~heights! of which are chosen to follow the
envelope of the analytic profile, as shown in Fig. 4. Typica
the number of slabs was of the order of 300.

IV. STRUCTURE OF THE WETTING FILM

A. Structure evolution off „lÕlÕv… coexistence: The D\B path

This path, in region III, and in particular its end point B
are determined solely by the overall atomic fraction of Ga
the sample pan,cnom588%. This nominal composition wa
chosen so that the intersection point B is far from the criti
point C, where the electron density contrast between the
rich and the Bi-rich liquid phases vanishes, but at the sa
time a long path on the~l/l/v ! coexistence boundary is sti
possible before reaching point M. The intersection poin
~see Figs. 1 and 2! is at TB5240.4° C, below which the
homogeneous bulk liquid phase separates into the heavie
rich liquid, which settles to the bottom of the pan and t
lighter Ga rich liquid, which stays on top.

X-ray reflectivity R(qz) was measured at selected tem
peratures on path D→B. To accommodate slow atomic dif
fusion processes,32–34small temperature steps of 0.5 °C we
taken, and equilibration was monitored by taking repea
reflectivity scans at each T. Typically, the measured refl
tivity fluctuated wildly for a couple of hours, after which
slowly evolved to a stable equilibrium. The fits~lines! to
these equilibriumR/RF ~points! are shown in Fig. 5~b!, and
on an enlarged scale at points B and D in Fig. 5~a!. The
correspondingr(z) profiles are shown in Fig. 5~c!. At point
D (TD5255°C), typical of region III,R/RF exhibits a broad
peak at lowqz as well as an increased intensity aroundqz

FIG. 4. An illustration of how a continuous, analytic electro
density profile~dashed line! is approximated by a multislab mode
which allows the use of the Parratt formalism. Only the region
the Bi monolayer at the surface is shown.
08540
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50.8 Å21. The corresponding electron density profiler(z),
obtained from the fit, indicates a thin, inhomogeneous film
an increased electron density~compared torsub) close to the
surface as well as a sharp, narrow density peak right at
surface. This profile is consistent with the expected seg
gated monolayer of pure Bi at the surface, separated from
bulk by a thin wetting layer of a Bi-rich phase. As the tem
perature is decreased towards B, the low-qz peak shifts
gradually to lowerqz values and its width decreases, indica
ing that the wetting layer grows continuously in thickne
upon approachingTB . This is in agreement with a thermo
dynamic path probing complete wetting:Dmm→0 on path
D→B.

Our experimental data clearly indicate that the film stru
tures is dominated by sizeable gradients in the electron d
sity, which contrasts with the frequently used ‘‘homogeneo
slab’’ models. However, such sizeable density gradients
expected from density functional calculations via square g
dient approximations to Monte Carlo simulations for wetti
transitions at hard walls.2,16,35 Inhomogeneous profiles hav

f

FIG. 5. ~a! Fresnel-normalized reflectivitiesR/RF at points D
and B, corresponding toTD5255.0° C andTB5240.4° C. Curves
are shifted vertically for clarity. The dashed lines indicateR/RF

51. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols.~b!
T-dependent Fresnel-normalized reflectivitiesR/RF on path D
→B, approaching~l/l ! coexistence, along with their model fits
Dashed lines indicateR/RF51. ~c! Electron density profiles
r/rsub, corresponding to the model fits in~b!. All regions with
r/rsub.1 ~gray shading! indicate enrichment by Bi relative to th
Bi concentration of the Ga-rich subphase.
9-5
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also been observed experimentally in microscopically
solved wetting transitions for systems dominated by lo
range van-der-Waals interactions.8,36 Clearly detailed inter-
pretation of the non-uniform density of the GaBi wettin
films will require either a density functional analysis,
some other equivalent approach. Nevertheless, even a si
model approximating the wetting layer by a slab of thickne
d allows a reliable determination of the surface poten
governing this complete wetting transition. In order to do
effective film thickness valuesd have been extracted from
the r(z) profile, using d5*zs

`@r(z)2rGa-rich#/@rBi-rich

2rGa-rich#dz. Here zs is the top of the wetting film, and
rBi-rich , rGa-rich are the electron densities of the coexisti
bulk liquid phases, calculated from the phase diagram.24 In
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! we show plots of thesed-values versus
bothT andDmm. The insert shows the expected logarithm
behavior and provides the valuesF543 J/mol and j
55.4 Å for the amplitude and decay length of the sho
range surface potential,Fexp(2z/j), dominating the wetting
effect.24 Moreover, agreement between the (d, mm)-behavior
along the pathD→B and the data for the path A→M pro-
vides an experimental proof that both paths have the s
thermodynamic character, i.e. they probe complete wett
Dmm→0, as predicted by Dietrich and Schick.22

B. Structure evolution on „lÕlÕv… coexistence: The B\E path

TheR/RF curves measured along the on-coexistence p
B→M are shown in Fig. 6~a!. The existence of two peaks a
low qz indicates the presence of a fully formed thick film
(;50 Å). The solid lines indicate the best fit results cor
sponding to the real space profiles shown in Fig. 6~b!. The
best fit value for the maximum density of the thick film
r/rsub51.20, agrees well with the 1.21 calculated form t
phase diagram at point B.

These results are also reasonably consistent with the g
ity limited thickness expected for a slab of uniform densi
Using j55.4 Å, g05400 mN/m and the known materia
constants that make upmm ~see Table I below! the calculated
value for d5dg5j ln(g0 /Dmg)515.6j585 Å. In view of
the fact that this estimate does not take into account
excess energy associated with concentration gradients a
the interfaces some overestimation ofdg is not too surpris-
ing. Nevertheless, this rough calculation does show that
wetting film thickness is expected to be on a mesosco
rather than on the macroscopic length scale that has b
observed for similar wetting geometries in systems gover
by long-range, dispersion forces.6

Upon cooling from point B to E, the intensity of the firs
peak ofR/RF increases as expected due to the gradual
crease of the electron density contrastr/rsub that follows
from the increase in the Bi concentration in the bulk pha
Similarly, there is a small shift in the position of the pe
indicating that the thickness varies slightly from 53 Å near
to 50 Å near E. This results from theT-dependence of the
density contrastDrm(T) as estimated from the bulk phas
Drm(T) listed in Table I. The on-coexistence path B→E is
too far away from C to expect more pronounced effects
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the wetting layer thickness due to a vanishing density c
trast or the increase of the influence of the criticality on t
interaction potentials.5,7,37

Moreover the gravitationally imposed thickness limit o
the on-coexistence wetting film to a length scale compara
to the range of the exponentially decaying short-range in
actions prevents testing the influence of long-range, van
Waals-like atomic interactions on the wetting behavior tha
present regardless of whether the system is metallic
not.38,39

Finally, we would like to highlight the unique wetting
geometry encountered here: The subtle balance betwee
surface potential that favors the Bi-rich liquid phase at
surface and the gravitational potential that favors the Ga-
liquid phase above the denser Bi-rich phase, pins the~l/l !
interface between the two coexisting phases the Bi-rich w
ting film, 50 Å thick, and the underlying Ga-rich bulk clos
to the free surface. It is this property that makes it possible
study the structure of these wetting films. For example,
non-zero width of the interface between that film and bu
sobs, is the reason why the Kiessig fringes vanish after
2nd fringe. This will be discussed further in the followin
section.

V. LIQUID ÕLIQUID INTERFACE

In this section, we discuss the microscopic structure of
~l/l ! interface separating the gravitationally limited, Bi-ric
wetting film from the Ga-rich subphase, and its evoluti
along the on-coexistence pathB→E. We first describe a
simple square gradient theory for this interface and then
tend it to include the effects of thermally excited capilla
waves. Using this theory and our reflectivity measureme
we extract the~l/l !-interfacial profile and the~l/l ! interfacial
tension.

A. Square gradient theory

Assume that the concentration at the~l/l ! interface
changes continuously and monotonically from the bulk co
centration of the homogeneous Bi-rich phase,cI, to the bulk
concentration of the homogeneous Ga-rich phase,cII , over a
length scale which is much larger than the intermolecu
distance. The excess free energy for the inhomogeneou
gion can be then expanded in the local variablesc(rW) and
,c(rW).16 The Gibbs free energy density cost within the i
terface can then be expressed in terms of a combination
local function g@c(rW,T)# and a power series in
,c(rW),16,40–42

G̃5NE
V
Fg@c~rW !,T#1

1

2
k@¹c~→r !#21•••GdV, ~2!

whereN is the number of molecules per unit volume. Th
first term in the integrand,g@c(rW,T)#, is the Gibbs free en-
ergy density of a volume elementdV at a positionrW within a
homogeneous solution of concentrationc(rW,T). The second
term is the leading term in the power series expansion.
coefficientk is called the influence parameter and charac
izes the effect of concentration gradients on the free ene
9-6
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SHORT-RANGE WETTING AT LIQUID GALLIUM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 085409 ~2003!
From first principles, it is related to the second moment
the Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function and can
replaced by the pair-potential-weighted mean square rang
the intermolecular interactions of the system.16 Equation~2!

FIG. 6. ~a! T-dependent, Fresnel-normalized reflectivities R/F

measured on the on-coexistence path B→E along with their model
fits. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. Da
lines indicateR/RF51. With increasingT, eachR/RF is shifted by
1.2. ~b! Electron density profilesr/rsub corresponding to the mode
fits in ~a!. All regions with r/rsub.1 ~gray shading! indicate en-
richment by Bi relative to the Bi concentration of the Ga-rich su
phase.
08540
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can be regarded as the Landau-Ginzburg functional for
problem.

We neglect for now surface-parallel concentration var
tions and apply Eq.~2! to the surface-normal compositiona
profile c(z) of the interface. Moreover, we assume that t
concentration variations alongz are small enough in order to
justify a truncation of the power series after the second or
term, (¹c)2. This assumption leads to the square gradi
approximation. The Gibbs free Energy of the system per u
area A ,G̃/A, is then given by

G̃

A
5NE

2`

1`Fg@c~z!#1
1

2
kS dc~z!

dz D 2Gdz. ~3!

The interfacial tensiong ll is defined as the excess energy p
unit area A of this inhomogeneous configuration over
Gibbs free energyG of the homogeneous liquid of either on
of the coexisting phases. Choosing the reference system
the homogeneous Bi-rich liquid where the concentration
cI, the surface tension can be written as

g ll5
1

A
@G̃@c~z!#2G~cI!#. ~4!

Within the square gradient approximation Eq.~3! this defi-
nition of g ll yields:

g ll5NE
2`

1`FDg@c~z!#1
1

2
kS dc~z!

dz D 2Gdz, ~5!

where the grand thermodynamic potentialDg(c) is given by

Dg~c~z!!5g@c~z!#2g~cI!. ~6!

It follows then from Eq.~5! that the interfacial tension is a
functional of the concentration profilec(z) at the interface.
The equilibrium surface tension is obtained by minimizi
this functional, which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equati

Dg@c~z!#5k
d2c~z!

dz2
. ~7!

This differential equation, with the boundary conditions
c(z)5cI on one side of the interface andc(z)5cII on the
other, determinesc(z) uniquely. Direct integration yields:

z~c!5z01E
c0

cA k

Dg~c!
dc, ~8!

wherez0 andc0 are arbitrarily chosen origins for the positio
and the composition. Note that the integrand in Eq.~8! indi-
cates that any characteristic length scale, e.g., the intri
width of the interfacial profile,s intr , must scale asAk. This
result will be discussed further in Sec. V B.

An attractive feature of this theory is that it relates t
interfacial concentration profile tok and g@c(rW,T)# regard-
less of the theoretical basis by whichg@c(rW,T)# is derived.
We use here the extended regular solution model, prese
in the Appendix, to model the homogeneous free energy
the binary liquid metal, particularly that used to model

ed

-
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TABLE I. Material parameters for the coexisting liquid phases as calculated from the bulk phase di
and from the electron density profiles obtained from our fits to the measuredR/RF at selected temperature
T along the on-coexistence path B→E. The atomic fraction of Ga in the coexisting Bi-rich and Ga-rich liqu
phases arecI andcII , respectively.r/rsub(calc) andr/rsub(obs) denote the calculated and observed elect
densities relative to that of the bulk.

T(°C) cI cII Dr m r/rsub(calc) r/rsub(obs) qc dg d sobs scalc

225.0 0.39 0.91 2.30 1.24 1.25 0.0498 84.7 50 11.78 12
230.0 0.41 0.90 2.20 1.24 1.25 0.0499 84.9 51 14.2 13
235.0 0.43 0.89 2.09 1.22 1.22 0.0500 85.2 52 15.0 14
240.0 0.45 0.88 1.95 1.21 1.21 0.0502 85.5 53 17.5 17.
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miscibility gap. The sole quantity required to calculate t
~l/l ! interfacial profile and tension in that case is the influen
parameterk.43 The influence parameter can be extract
therefore, from a fit of the theoretical expression to the m
sured profile. In particular, a choice of a particular value
k, yields, through a solution of Eq.~7! or Eq. ~8!, a particu-
lar profile characterized by an intrinsic widths intr , the value
of which can be compared directly with the measured in
facial widthsobs. Results derived this way are listed in Tab
I and discussed in more detail in Sec. V C below.

B. Capillary wave excitations at the„lÕl… Interface

The formalism presented so far relies on a simple me
field picture that neglects any thermal fluctuations at the~l/l !
interface. By contrast, a real experiment is sensitive not o
to the intrinsic finite width of the interface, but also to i
additional temperature-dependent broadening by therm
excited capillary waves. An intuitive, semiphenomenologi
approach to handle the interplay between the two contr
tions to the interfacial width was developed by Buff, Love
and Stillinger.18,19 They regard the interface as a membra
under tension characterized by a ‘‘bare’’ interfacial ener
g ll , calculated in the previous sub-section. This membr
sustains a spectrum of thermally activated capillary wa
modes the average energy of which is determined by
equipartition theorem to bekBT/2. Integration over the cap
illary wave spectrum yields the average mean square
placement of the interface~i.e. the r.m.s. amplitude of the
capillary waves!, scap, as17–19

scap
2 5

kBT

4pg ll~k!
ln

qmin

qmax
. ~9!

Hereqmax is the largest capillary wave vector that can
sustained by the interface. For bulk liquids this is typically
the order ofp/molecular diameter. Note, however, that
does not seem realistic to consider excitations with wa
lengths smaller than the intrinsic interfacial width,s intr , as
surface capillary waves.44,45 Thus, the upper cutoff of the
capillary waves can be taken asqmax5p/s intr . The determi-
nation ofqmin is slightly more complicated since it depen
on whether the resolution is high enough to detect the l
wavelength limit at which an external potentialv(z), such as
either gravity or the van der Waals interaction with the su
strate, quenches the capillary wave spectrum. If the res
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tion is sufficiently high then qmin5p/Lv where Lv
2

5g ll
21@]2v(z)/]z2#. Otherwise,qmin is determined by the

instrumental resolution asqmin5Dqres5p/L res whereDqres
is the projection of the detector resolution on the plane of
interface, andL res is the corresponding length scale ov
which the surface fluctuations can be resolved. In our c
qres is significantly larger thanqv therefore, qmin5qres
50.04 Å.

The capillary wave amplitudes obey Gaussian statist
yielding an error function type profile for the average inte
facial roughness.46 The intrinsic profilesc(z) are also well
described by error function profiles. Thus, the two contrib
tions to the interfacial width can be added in quadrature46

yielding a total interfacial width,scalc:

scalc
2 5s intr~k!21scap@g ll~k!#2. ~10!

Since boths intr andscap depend onk, its value is deter-
mined self-consistently by the requirement thatscalc agrees
with the experimentally determined roughnesssobs.

C. „lÕl… intrinsic profile and interfacial tension

We carried out a self-consistent calculation ofk for the
observed~l/l ! interface at point E, wheresobs(E)'12 Å.
This was done by first solving the Euler-Lagrange Equat
~7! ~Ref. 47! which yields the intrinsicc(z) profile as de-
picted and compared with an erf-profile in Fig. 7~a!. From
that we calculated the corresponding intrinsic interfac
width s intr(E). Using the intrinsicc(z) profile we numeri-
cally integrate Eq.~5! to obtain the interfacial tensiong(E),
and from that, using Eq.~9!, we obtain the correspondin
capillary-wave-induced roughnessscap. The total width
s intr is then calculated from Eq.~10!. Starting with a reason-
able value ofk , as judged by a scaling analysis of Eq.~7!,
this procedure was iterated untilscalc(E)5sobs(E)
was obtained. This procedure yieldedkopt55.02310213

Nm3/mol, scap(E)510.32 Å, s intr(E)56.35 Å andg ll (E)
53.3 mN/m.

Note that Eq.~7! implies thats intr}Ak, whereas Eq.~9!
implies that scap}1/Ak. Hence,scalc(k) should exhibit a
minimum for scalc at some characteristic value,kmin . The
kopt determined from our measurements corresponds to
peculiar valuekmin . This means that the system ‘‘selects
9-8
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SHORT-RANGE WETTING AT LIQUID GALLIUM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 085409 ~2003!
from all possible (s intr , scap) combinations the one which
renders the overall width of the~l/l ! interface minimal~see
Fig. 8!.

Assuming aT-independent influence parameter and us
the thermochemical data available for a large part of
phase diagram, theT-dependent interfacial profiles and~l/l !
interfacial tension can be calculated from a very low to
very high T, close toTC. The intrinsic~l/l ! interfacial pro-
files calculated this way are plotted in Fig. 7~b! for selected
T’s versus the reduced temperature,t5uT2TCu/TC ~Here and
in the followingT denotes the absolute temperature in Kelv
units!. The increase in the width of the interface upon a
proachingTC (t→0) is clearly observed. The predicted ris
of scalc over the investigatedT range, however, is rathe
small, just beyond the error bars attributed to the measu
sobs. This precludes a more detailed quantitative analy
Nevertheless, our measurements suggest an increase osobs
while increasingT in agreement with our model. The calcu
latedt-dependence of the interfacial tension are in very go
agreement with the experiment as shown in Fig. 9. As
pected,g ll (T) vanishes ast→0.

Comparison of theg ll (T) values derived above with inde
pendent~preferably direct! measurements of this quantit
would constitute a stringent test for the validity of the inte

FIG. 7. ~a! Calculated intrinsic profilec(z) ~solid line! at T
5TE5225°C (t50.07) approximated by an error-function profi
~dashed line!: c(z)5(cI1cII /2)1(cII2cI)/2 erf@z/A2s intr(E)#,
with s intr(E)56.35 Å. ~b! Calculated intrinsic concentration pro
files c(z) for the temperaturesT ~and corresponding reduced tem
peraturest) listed in the figure.
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pretation presented here for our measurements. Unfo
nately, direct measurements ofg ll (T) are rather difficult and
we are not aware of any such measurements for Ga-Bi in
literature. It is, however, possible to estimateg ll (T) indi-
rectly, using other experimental data on this alloy. For e
ample, Predel14 noted that in the vicinity of the critical poin
C the~l/l !-coexistence curve of Ga-Bi can be represented
ufc2fu5K(Tc2T)b with b'0.33, wheref is the volume
fraction of either Ga or Bi andK is a constant.14 This behav-
ior suggests that the demixing transition in Ga-Bi belongs
the same universality class as nonmetallic binary liquid m
tures, i.e. to the Ising lattice model with dimensionali
D53. Moreover, it indicates that the two-scale-factor univ
sality ~TSFU! ~Ref. 48! theory should be valid for our sys
tem, which allows us to estimate the~l/l ! interfacial tension
from scaling relations. Using this concept along with ava
ableT-dependent measurements of the specific heat, Kre

FIG. 8. Comparison of the temperature dependent measure
terfacial widths (j) with the calculated interfacial widths~lines!:
scalc5As intr

2 1scap
2 ~solid! , intrinsic width s intr ~dash-dotted!, and

capillary widthscap ~dashed!.

FIG. 9. The~l/l ! interfacial tensiong ll of Ga-Bi vs the reduced
temperaturet, as calculated from our measurements using
square gradient theory~solid squares plus solid line!. The dashed
line is the TSFU prediction for Ga-Bi. The gray strip illustrates t
error in the TSFU prediction~Ref. 49!. The symboltM indicates the
monotectic temperature attM(Ga-Bi)50.08.
9-9
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HUBER, SHPYRKO, PERSHAN, OCKO, DiMASI, AND DEUTSCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 085409 ~2003!
and Woermann extracted an expression for theT-dependent
interfacial tension in Ga-Bi~Ref. 49! g ts5g ts0 tm, wherem
'1.26 is a critical exponent for the bulk demixing transitio
andg ts0566615 mN/m. The correspondingt-dependentg ts
is plotted in a dashed line in Fig. 9. A very good agreem
is observed with thet-dependence ofg ll as calculated from
our square gradient theory, considering the error bar of
results, shown by the gray strip. At point E, for examp
where tE50.07,TE5225°C we obtaing(E)53.31 mN/m,
while g ts(E)52.3 mN/m.50

D. „lÕl… interfacial tension of Ga-Pb

Aside from the Ga-Bi system, the Ga-Pb mixture is t
only other metallic system for which detailed temperatu
dependent measurements51 and estimations52 of the ~l/l ! in-
terface are reported in the literature. Given the similarit
between Ga-Bi and Ga-Pb~similar constituents, identica
phase diagram topology with a consolute point C and
monotectic point M!, it is reasonable to assume that our g
dient theory should be applicable to this binary system
well. Moreover, the influence parameter,k, determined here
for Ga-Bi, should be a reasonable approximation fork of
Ga-Pb. Published thermochemical data for the miscibi
gap of Ga-Pb ~Ref. 53! allowed us to calculate the
t-dependent~l/l ! interfacial tension,g ll , shown in Fig. 10. An
excellent agreement is observed between these calcula
and the measurements of Merkwitzet al.51

Overall, these results suggest that our model of an int
sic, mean-field interface of a non-zero width broadened
capillary waves describes the~l/l ! interface reasonably well
One must, however, bear in mind the approximations
plicit in the analysis presented. For instance, we have
sumed that the free surface of the liquid alloy behaves lik
rigid wall, whereas in practice it has its own spectrum
capillary waves that could be coupled to the capillary wa
at the~l/l ! interface. However, since the interfacial tension
the free surface is about two orders of magnitude larger t
the ~l/l ! interfacial energy in this metallic system, we belie

FIG. 10. Calculated~l/l ! interfacial tensiong ll of Ga-Pb as a
function of the reduced temperaturet. The solid points are our cal
culated values. The dashed line represents a fit to the measure
of Merkwitz et al. ~Ref. 51!. The symboltM indicates the monotec
tic temperature attM(Ga-Pb)50.33.
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that the rigid wall assumption is a reasonable approxima
for our system. Furthermore, the calculation presented ab
assumes aT-independent influence parameterk. While the
agreement shown in Fig. 8 supports this assumption in
case, this may not be necessarily true for real fluids for
temperatures. In fact, the theory predicts that for real fluidk
diverges forT→TC as k'(T2TC)20.02, a divergence nec-
essary in order to obtain the correct scaling behavior
g ll (T) near C.54–56

VI. WETTING PHENOMENOLOGY AT THE FREE
SURFACE

A. Effects of fluctuations on short-range wetting

Our analysis in Sect. III of the complete wetting transitio
at B was based on a mean-field~MF! model for a SRW
transition. This model accurately predicts the critical beh
ior ~i.e. the critical exponents! of systems close to a phas
transition, only if fluctuations can be neglected. For SR
transitions, however, it can be shown that the upper crit
dimensionalityDu53.57 The valueDu is the dimension be-
yond which MF theory can be applied successfully. If t
dimension is smaller thanDu fluctuations are important an
one has to resort to renormalization group~RG! methods to
describe the critical behavior. For SRW, the upper criti
dimensionality is exactly 3, implying that a two-dimension
surface is expected to deviate from the MF behavior. Th
the SRW transition has received a great deal of theoret
attention, since it allows one to explore the regime where
MF behavior breaks down due to fluctuations, and the
approach becomes applicable. This break-down depend
the so-called fluctuation parameter,v5kB•T/(4pg lljb

2),
where jb is the bulk correlation length, andg ll is the ~l/l !
interfacial tension.v measures the magnitude of the dom
nant thermal fluctuations at the unbinding interface. Th
are in our case the thermally induced capillary waves at
~l/l ! interface of the coexisting Bi- and Ga-rich liquids.

The RG analysis of the wetting transition yields the sa
logarithmic divergence for the wetting layer’s thicknessd as
the MF analysis, discussed in Section II above. T
only change is in the prefactor: dRG;jRG(1
1v/2) ln (1/Dm).5,58,59 Using the bulk correlation length,jb
estimated from the TSFU analysis above, yields for the w
ting transitions at MvM50.360.2 and for the observed
complete wetting transition at BvB50.460.2. Thus, the
prefactors of the logarithmic divergence law within the R
approach change at these points by only' 10% and 20%,
respectively, from their mean-field values. This is well with
our experimental error of about 30% for the determination
j.60 We conclude therefore that a clear distinction betwe
RG and MF behavior cannot be drawn in our case.

A critical wetting transition, where the wetting film
forms, with a similar value ofv, at on-~l/l/v !-coexistence,
rather than at~l,l!-coexistence only, should show a more pr
nounced deviation between MF and RG behaviors. Thus,
now proceed to estimate the characteristic wetting temp
ture TW for that transition.

nts
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SHORT-RANGE WETTING AT LIQUID GALLIUM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 085409 ~2003!
B. Critical wetting transition in Ga-Bi

It follows from our measurements that the critical wetti
transition has to be hidden in the metastable range of
~l/l/v ! coexistence line somewhere belowTM . An estimation
of TW is possible by considering the spreading energy,Q(T),
which measures the free energy difference between the
~Bi-rich wetting phase at the surface! and the non-wet~Ga-
rich phase at the surface! situations at any temperature. Sin
the interfacial structure in the wet situation differs from th
of the non-wet situation by the existence of an extra liqu
liquid interface,Q(T) can be written as

Q~T!5G~T!2g ll~T! ~11!

whereG(T)5g(Ga-rich)lv(T)2g(Bi-rich)lv(T) is the differ-
ence between the bare liquid-vapor surface tensions,g lv(T),
of the two coexisting liquids. From this definition ofQ(T) it
follows that the formation of the wetting film is energetical
favored for Q.0 ~wet-situation!, whereas forQ,0 it is
unfavorable ~non-wet situation!. The condition Q(T)50
marks, therefore, the transition temperatureTW , where the
system switches on-coexistence between the non-wet
wet situations.

To estimateQ(T), we need in addition tog ll (T), which
was obtained in the previous section, also the values
g(Ga-rich)lv(T) andg(Bi-rich)lv(T). Measurements of thes
quantities are reported in the literature,61–63 the most recent
one of which is that by Ayyad and Freyland,62,63 employing
the noninvasive method of capillary wave spectrosco
From these measurements, we get a conserva
T-independent estimate forG of the order of 100mN/m. Our
calculation ofg ll (T), particularly its extrapolation toward
very low temperatures,t→1, which yields g ll (0K)
575 mN/m, indicates that it is always significant smal
than G. Our analysis suggests, therefore, thatQ(T).0 for
all T. This, in turn, supports the conclusion thatno critical
wetting transition occurs on the metastable extension of
~l/l/v ! coexistence line.

This remarkable conclusion is, on the one hand, in c
trast with the experimental observations in the few bin
metallic wetting systems studied so far. In Ga-Pb and Ga
Wynblatt and co-workers11,52 estimated a value forTW sig-
nificantly below the corresponding monotectic temperatu
TM , but still at final values of the order of 0.3•TC and 0.2
•TC for Ga-Pb and Ga-Tl, respectively. On the other hand
reflects the general finding that in binary metallic syste
with short-range interactions the critical wetting transiti
occurs at significantly lower temperatures than in orga
liquid systems, whereTW is found to lie above 0.5•TC. The
estimates above indicate that this tendency seems to
driven to its extreme in the case of Ga-Bi:TW50•TC50K.

A semiquantitative argument for the absence of a criti
wetting transition in Ga-Bi as compared to the two oth
metallic systems investigated so far might relate to the
that in comparison with the others the liquid/liquid coexi
ence region for GaBi system is significantly shifted towa
the Ga-rich, high surface tension end of the phase diag
and, in addition, the miscibility gap is much narrower. As
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result, the change in concentration across the l/l interfac
smaller for the GaBi system than for the others. In view
the fact that one can express

g ll5kE dzS dc~z!

dz D 2

'k~Dc!2 ~12!

this suggests thatg ll could be expected to be smaller fo
GaBi than for the others. If this effect is important, and if
is not compensated for by an accompanying reduction in
value ofG, then it is possible thatQ(T)5G2g ll.0 for all
temperatures, thereby precluding a wetting transition.

C. Interplay between tetra point wetting and surface freezing

We would like to point out that the observed wetting
the surface at the GaBi monotectic point by the Bi rich liqu
is not necessarily the only phenomenon that can occur
principle one expects at this tetra point a wetting pheno
enology similar to or even more diverse than that predicte64

and found65 in the proximity of a triple point in one-
component systems. For example, it is also possible for
surface to be wet not by the Bi-rich liquid, but by anoth
one of the coexisting phases, the solid Bi. In the bulk b
solid Bi and the Bi rich liquid are stable forT.TM ; how-
ever, forT,TM the free energy of the Bi-rich liquid is large
than that of solid Bi. Consequently, if the solid Bi surfa
phase had a positive spreading energy it would certainly
the free surface forT,TM . In fact, on the basis of optica
and surface energy measurements Turchaninet al. and
co-workers66,67 proposed a surface phase diagram for wh
a surface frozen phase of solid Bi forms at the free surfac
the GaBi liquid for temperatures belowTM . Unfortunately,
we have several problems with this suggestion. The fi
problem may be purely semantic, but the idea of a ‘‘surfa
frozen phase’’ originates in the experiments in Refs. 68 a
70 on the appearance of solid surface phases at tempera
above that of bulk freezing for alkanes and related co
pounds. For the GaBi system the crystalline phase of bulk
is stable at temperatures well above those at which Turch
et al. made their observations. We believe that if their obs
vations do correspond to thermal equilibrium phenome
the effect would be more appropriately described as wet
of the free surface by solid Bi. The second problem is tha
seems unlikely that surface wetting by solid Bi is favored
the spreading energy. If wetting by solid Bi were favored,
implied by Turchaninet al., then the wetting layer of Bi-rich
liquid, the subject of this paper, would have to be metasta
existing only because of a kinetic barrier to the nucleation
the solid wetting film. In fact we have regularly observe
that on cooling belowTM the original fluid, smooth, highly
reflecting surfaces became both rough and rigid. The effe
exacerbated by the presence of temperature gradients an
rapid cooling. We interpreted this as the formation of bu
solid Bi, rather than wetting, since we never saw any dir
evidence for the formation of films, rather than bulk Bi. W
argue that if there is not enough time for the excess Bi in
bulk liquid phase below the surface to diffuse, and preci
tate as bulk solid Bi at the bottom of the liquid pan, the bu
liquid would simply undergo bulk spinodal phase separati
9-11
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This is consistent with our observations. Unfortunately it
very difficult to absolutely prove that our films are stable a
this issue cannot be resolved from the existing eviden
Nevertheless we find it difficult to understand why solid
would wet the surface forT,TM and not wet the surface a
T approachesTM from above.

VII. SUMMARY

Here we reported x-ray reflectivity measurements of
temperature dependence of wetting phenomena occurrin
the free surface of the metallic binary liquid alloy Ga-
when the bulk demixes into two liquid phases, i.e., a Bi-r
and a Ga-rich liquid phase. The measurements allowe
determination of the temperature dependence of the th
ness and interfacial profile of the Bi-rich wetting films th
form at the free surface of the liquid on approaching
~l/l/v ! coexistence triple line, i.e., along a path of comple
wetting. The results show large concentration gradients
agreement with density functional calculations for such tr
sitions at hard walls. The measurements allowed us to de
mine the short-range surface potential that favors the Bi-
phase at the free surface and hence is governing the we
phenomenology. The short-rangecomplete wettingtransition
turns out to be only marginally affected by thermal fluctu
tions. According to renormalization group analysis thecriti-
cal wetting transition should be more sensitive to critic
fluctuations; however, according to our analysis the wett
layer of the Bi rich liquid should be present at all tempe
tures, and no wetting transition exists. This is in contrast w
the results obtained for the two other binary liquid me
systems which were studied. For these the wetting transi
were concluded to exist, but could not be observed dire
since the metastable l/l/v line falls below the liquidus line

The largest thickness of the gravitationally limited Bi ric
wetting layers that formed at the free surface at~l/l/v ! coex-
istence were typically of the order of'50 Å. As a result of
the fortuitous balance between the surface potential tha
vors the Bi-rich Phase and the gravitational potential wh
favors the lighter Ga-rich phase the interface dividing
two coexisting phases is sufficiently close to the free surf
that x-ray reflectivity was sensitive to its microscopic stru
ture. Our measurements were interpreted within a Land
type square gradient phenomenological theory from whic
was possible to extract the sole free parameter of that mo
i.e. the influence parameterk. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first time that such a parameter has been dire
determined from measurements. Furthermore, it was pos
to distinguish between the intrinsic width of the interface a
the extra broadening due to thermally-excited thermal ca
lary waves. Making use of published bulk thermodynam
data, along with the extracted influence parameter, we w
able to calculate the~l/l ! interfacial tension for a wide tem
perature range. This quantity is extremely difficult to me
sure directly, and is not available for Ga-Bi. As a test of o
methods we performed the same calculation for the~l/l ! in-
terfacial tension in Ga-Pb mixtures, which has a very sim
phase behavior to that of Ga-Bi, and for which the~l/l ! in-
terfacial tension is available in the literature We assumed
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the influence parameter,k, as determined from our measur
ments on the~l/l ! interfacial structure in Ga-Bi, was als
applicable to Ga-Pb and, using the thermochemical data
available for Ga-Pb, we obtained good agreement betw
our calculated values and macroscopic measurements o
~l/l ! interfacial tension. This suggests that the value of
influence parameter extracted in this study might provid
reasonable value for a larger class of binary metallic allo
If this proves to be true, the values determined here can
used, along with the surface potential, to predict the wett
properties of this larger class of systems.
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APPENDIX: BULK THERMODYNAMICS

Here, we focus on the part of the phase diagram do
nated by the miscibility gap and the monotectic point M. In
liquid-liquid ~l/l ! coexistence of a binary systems, made
of a fixed number of moles of Ga and Bi at a constant atm
spheric pressurep and temperatureT, the compositionscI ,
cII of the two coexisting bulk liquid phases~I and II! are
given by the thermodynamic conditions:

mGa
I ~T!5mGa

II ~T! mBi
I ~T!5mBi

II ~T!, ~A1!

wherem is the chemical potential. The Gibbs free energyG
of the system is

G5U2TS1PV, ~A2!

G5ng5nGamGa1nBimBi . ~A3!

Since the total number of molsn5nGa1nBi is constant and
only two components have to be considered, the system
be expressed in terms of a molar Gibbs Free Energy,g(c,T),
which depends only on the molar fractionc of one of the
components:

G5n~cmGa1~12c!mBi! ~A4!

⇒g~c,T!5cmGa1~12c!mBi . ~A5!

With this notation the phase equilibrium conditions@Eq.
~A1!# transform into the following two equations:
9-12
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]g

]c U
cI

5
]g

]cU
cII

]g

]c U
cI

5
g~cI !2g~cII !

cI2cII
. ~A6!

Having a model for the free energy of a binary system, i
possible, then, to calculatecI andcII of the coexisting phase
by solving Eqs.~A6!. The standard approach to the descr
tion of a miscibility gap in a binary demixing system is th
regular solution model for the Gibbs free energy.71 The re-
sulting miscibility gap has a symmetric shape and is cente
around the consolute pointccrit50.5 in the (c,T) plane, quite
in contrast to the miscibility gap of Ga-Bi which has a
asymmetric shape, and is centered aroundccrit50.7 in the
(c,T)-plane. It is necessary, therefore, to resort to anex-
tended regular solution model. Relying on data sets f
Ga-Bi from the Calphad initiative,15 we use a model base
on the Redlich-Kister polynomialsLn(T) ~Refs. 72 and 73!
and expressg(c,T) as

g~c,T!5c•g0~Ga!~c,T!1~12c!•g0~Bi!

1R•T@cln~c!1~12c!ln~12c!#1Dgmix~c,T!,

~A7!

Dgmix~c,T!5c~c21! (
n51

5

Ln~T!~122c!n.

The first two terms correspond to the Gibbs energy o
mechanical mixture of the constituents; the second term

*Electronic address: p.huber@physik.uni-saarland.de; presen
dress: Fakulta¨t für Physik und Elektrotechnik, Universita¨t des
Saarlandes, 66041 Saarbru¨cken, Germany.
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